Abstract. BP algorithm is a classical neural network algorithm. We analyzed the deficiency of traditional BP neural network algorithm, designed new S function and momentum method strategy, optimized the algorithm parameters. We use the new algorithm in the classification of orange images, take color and shape features as input value, the experimental results proved that our algorithm is faster and the classification accuracy rate reaches to 90%.
Introduction
Fruit quality classification is very important to improve the income of farmers. At the present time, fruit quality classification mainly by hand, the whole process is waste of labour and inefficient. Therefore, research of automatic fruit quality classification technology based on computer image processing and neural network is significanct.
Since Rumelhart proposed BP algorithm in 1986, the neural networks developed fast and infiltrated into many subject [1] . The BP algorithm is widely used in computer image processing and pattern recognition.
In this paper, we used BP neural network algorithm to classify the orange images based on the color and shape features. Section 2 contain the analysis of traditional BP neural network algorithm. In section 3, we designed the parameter optimization BP neural network algorithm. Section 4, we used the optimization algorithm to classify the orange images, gave the experimental results and conclusion.
The traditional BP neural network algorithm contains two mainly procedure: information forward transmission and error backward propagation. In the forward transmission procedure, information put into input layer, caculate by the hidden layer and the result come out from the output layer. The neurons' state in each layer just affect the neurons in the next layer. If the expected output is not obtained at the output layer, calculate the error variation values in output layer, then turn to the error backward propagation procedure which propagate the error variation values backward and modify the neuron weights in each layer to reach the expected output.
In BP neural network, neurons in the same layer are unconnect, neurons in different layers are forward connect. Take a three neural layer network as an example as shown in Fig.1 
The parameter optimization BP neural network algorithm
In this section, we designed the process of fruit quality classification based on BP neural network algorithm as shown in Fig.2 and optimized the parameters of traditional algorithm. The color and shape feature values can be used as input values. The process contains six steps:
Step 1: Input samples for BP neural network learning. We select multi sets of different status parameter values as the study samples which can mostly reflect the various state.
Step 2: Initialize the parameters.Normalized the input values first, then initialize a set of parameters, include learning rate μ, precision error ε, S function, the maximum number of training k, the number of Step 3: caculate input and output value in each layer according to Eq.2 and Eq.3
Step 4: caculate output error according to Eq.4 , if E(t)<ε,goto Step 6, otherwise goto Step 5;
Step 5: modify the weights according to Eq.5;
Step 6: finish the process. We use color and shape feature to research orange quality classification, it requires fast convergence and high accuracy, so we optimize the parameters of the traditional BP neural network algorithm.
(1) Selecting initial weights: it is very important for the selection of the initial value of the nonlinear system, it directly affects the learning convergence and the training time. We select random number between -1 and 1.
(2) The learning rate: Weight variation in each cycle training is determined by the learning rate. High learning rate can lead to system instability and small learning rates lead to longer training time. Therefore, we set an automatically adjust learning rate.
(3) The additional momentum method: this method can avoid algorithm falling into local minimum. Weights and threshold adjustment with additional momentum factor as shown in Eq.6 and Eq.7
Where k is maximum number of training, mc is momentum factor. The value of mc is determined by Eq.8 
Compare to the traditinal S function, we add an adjustable offset parameter  in it. Slope S and offset  are modified with the error signal in the error backward propagation procedure, they speed up the convergence obviously and improve the adaptive ability of neurons.
(5) the number of hidden layer: So far there is not a unified standard for the choice of it. We use Eq.10 to caculate the number of hidden layer Where m is the number of hidden layer, n is the number of input layer, l is the number of output layer, a is constant between 0 and 10.
Experimental Results and Conclusion
We do two types of experiment with color feature and shape feature respectively under Matlab.
In color feature classification experiment, the number of input layer n=8 which represent eight hue value, output layer number l=4 which represent four classes of oranges. the number of hidden layer m=8, learning rate μ=0.3, precision error ε=0.01, weight w=0.3 maximum number of training k=5000, after 860 times training, the precision error ε<0.01, the classification accuracy rate reach to 95%.
In shape feature classification experiment, the number of input layer n=13 which represent thirteen Fourier descriptor operator, output layer number l=4 which represent four classes of oranges. the number of hidden layer m=8, learning rate μ=0.3, precision error ε=0.01, weight w=0.3 maximum number of training k=6000, after 1030 times training, the precision error ε<0.01, the classification accuracy rate reach to 90%, the error curve shown as Fig.3 . Fig.3 error curve of the training with shape feature
In this paper, we optimized the parameters of the traditional BP neural network algorithm and used it to classify the orange images with color and shape features. The experimental results proved that the algorithm we optimized is effective and accurate.
